
Six Shooter Auto
The Highest Calibre of Craft Cannabis in The Game.

• The not-so-gentle giant. One of our tallest strains, this plant can grow up to 140cm!
• Perfect for beginners. Easy to grow, making it suited for all types of growers.
• High caliber effect. Expect an uplifting euphoric effect that alleviates the muscles, perfect for creative activities.
• Terp-rich. A strong woody and floral fragrance that complements the taste beautifully.
• Super frosty. Charming blueish buds with a dense layer of resin, truly good looking.

Six Shooter is one of our larger strains growing up to a hefty 1.4m in height. Its sturdy genetics and high production make it a
great choice for outdoor growers and for anyone looking to do some LST. With a potent 23% THC, this strain is one of our
stronger Sativa leaning hybrids.

Bud description
Frost covered buds. These nugs are made up of dark orange pistils blended in with dense layers of crystals, that under the
right light, give it a beautiful bluish hue.
Smoke report
Uplifting euphoria. Six Shooter delivers a stimulating heady high, great for social events or creative activities, which slowly
seeps into a more mellow, yet still present, relaxation. Soothing the muscles and inspiring the mind.
Plant Appearance
Large and in Charge. One of Fast Buds larger growing plants, she’ll reach up to 1.4m in height, and can attain 1m in height
even after just 4 weeks. Good internodal spacing and large main cola production makes her quite the hefty yielder.
Grow tips
Despite being a large plant, she’s not difficult to grow. More experienced growers can easily get away with some LST and is
recommended for anyone growing indoors. Outdoor growers are going to want to plant her in large pots and give her lots of
sunshine so that she can reach her full growth potential.
Taste
Fully Loaded. A smoke rich with woody-pine fragrances that leaves a strong, but not displeasing floral pine taste on the lips,
accompanied but not overwhelmed by subtle citrus undertones complementing the taste.
 

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/six-shooter


